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1 Introduction
Two-dimensional conformal field theories with Virasoro algebra have dual description in
terms of pure gravity in three-dimensional asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetime [1].
The correspondence establishes a connection between various important objects on two
sides of the AdS/CFT correspondence. While for finite values of the central charge c this
connection is still not enough studied, in the case where the central charge tends to infinity
c Ñ 8 there are many interesting results found recently. Bulk computations in this limit
are performed using a saddle point approximation and allow to reconstruct the content of
AdS theory from the boundary CFT configuration (see, e.g., [2–6] and references therein).
Remarkably, in this case holographic computation can be performed not only for correlation
functions (representing, of course, our main interest) but also for more fundamental objects
— conformal block functions [7].
In the regime c Ñ 8 we are dealing with the (semi)classical conformal blocks. Re-
cently, the construction of the classical conformal blocks in the context of the AdS/CFT
correspondence was investigated [8–10]. There was established a connection between the
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z1,∆1
z2,∆2 zn´2,∆n´2¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
zn,∆n
zn´1,∆n´1
r∆1 r∆n´3r∆n´2¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
Figure 1. The n-point conformal block. In the case of the heavy-light conformal block two bold
lines on the right are heavy fields, while external fields and intermediate fields depicted respectively
by solid lines and wavy lines are light. Using the projective invariance one can fix the coordinates
of three fields as z1 “ 0, zn´1 “ 1, zn “ 8.
classical four-point block on the sphere with two heavy and two light operators and the
classical action of some worldlines combination in asymptotically AdS3 geometry. Confor-
mal blocks represent building blocks in the construction of the correlation functions. They
are holomorphic functions of the coordinates zi of fields conveniently defined using the dual
pant decomposition diagram. In figure 1 the dual diagram for n-point block is given (the
meaning of two bold lines is explained later). It represents the contribution from the states
in the Virasoro representations with highest weights r∆1, . . . , r∆n´3 (internal lines) to the
correlation function of the fields with conformal dimensions ∆i (external lines). We denote
the corresponding n-point conformal block depending on the parameters of the external
and internal conformal dimensions (as well as on the central charge)
Fpz1, . . . , zn|∆1, . . . ,∆n; r∆1, . . . , r∆n´3; cq . (1.1)
The antiholomorphic block is defined similarly, replacing holomorphic coordinates zk by an-
tiholomorphic z¯k. The construction of the correlation functions involves the summation of
the products of the holomorphic and antiholomorphic blocks over all possible intermediate
channels r∆i weighted with the structure constants of the operator algebra.
There exist many evidences (see, e.g., [11, 12]) that in the classical limit the conformal
blocks must exponentiate as
lim
cÑ8Fpz1, . . . , zn|∆1, . . . ,∆n; r∆1, . . . , r∆n´3; cq „ exp  cfpz1, . . . , zn|1, . . . , n;r1, . . . ,rn´3q( ,
(1.2)
where k “ ∆kc and rk “ r∆kc are called classical dimensions and fpz1, . . . , zn|1, . . . , n;r1, . . . ,rn´3q is the classical conformal block representing our main interest.
There are different possible classical limits of the conformal blocks dependent on the
behaviour of the classical dimensions i and ri [8, 10, 13, 14]. If the classical dimension
remains finite in the classical limit, the corresponding field is called “heavy” otherwise it
is “light”. If all fields are light we are dealing with the global slp2q conformal block while
in the opposite case where all fields are heavy we are dealing with the proper classical
block. All other possibilities that could be referred to as heavy-light classical blocks can
be considered as an interpolation between these two extreme regimes.
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In this paper we study n-point classical conformal block in the context of the AdS/CFT
correspondence. We are interested in the case where the classical conformal dimension of
two fields n´1 and n are heavy. This fact is expressed using bold lines in figure 1. The
heavy operators with equal conformal dimensions n “ n´1 ” h produce an asymptot-
ically AdS3 geometry identified either with a deficit angle or BTZ black hole geometry.
To describe the interpolation between the proper conformal block and the conformal block
with only two heavy fields it is instructive to introduce a scale factor δ [10] that we call a
lightness parameter. Schematically, provided that all except two dimensions are rescaled
as Ñ δ and rÑ δr there appear a series expansion
fpz|,rq “ fδpz|,rq δ ` fδ2pz|,rq δ2 ` . . . . (1.3)
The leading contribution fδpzq yields the conformal block with only two heavy fields, while
taking into account sub-leading contributions approximate the proper conformal block on
the left hand side.
From the AdS/CFT perspective, the boundary fields are realized via particular graph of
worldlines of n´3 classical point probes propagating in the background geometry formed by
the two boundary heavy fields. On the bulk side, the heavy field dimensions are expressed
via the mass parameter α2 “ 1´4h of the background metric (α2 ą 0 for a conical defect,
α2 ă 0 for the BTZ black hole), while the light dimensions are identified with AdS masses
via the standard formula for scalar fields, m2 “ ∆p∆´ 4q{RAdS. Note that in this case the
lightness parameter δ introduced in (1.3) measures a backreaction of the background on a
probe.
Using symmetry arguments three-dimensional bulk analysis can be consistently re-
duced to a constant time slice identified with a two-dimensional disk. The corresponding
bulk configuration of the worldlines is shown in figure 2. To draw the bulk worldline graph
in figure 2 associated to a given boundary diagram in figure 1 we have a simple mnemonic
rule: the boundary diagram is to be pasted into the disc in such a way that outer ends of
solid lines are attached to distinguished points on the boundary circle, while bold lines are
collapsed into the origin of coordinates with one intermediate wavy line attached.
It was argued in [8–10] that the classical conformal block coincides with the bulk
classical action
Sbulkcl “ zγfδpz|,rq , (1.4)
where
Sbulkcl “
n´2ÿ
i“1
i Li `
n´3ÿ
i“1
ri rLi , (1.5)
and Li and rLi are lengths of different geodesic segments on a fixed time slice. The power-
law γ “ γp,rq defines the asymptotic behavior of the corresponding n-point correlation
function while the conformal block starts with the constant term. As the classical ac-
tion is computed in bulk variables the exact correspondence in (1.4) assumes a conformal
transformation form the cylinder to the plane [10].
To clarify the proposed identification of the graphs and the respective quantities we
explicitly focus on the n “ 5 case. Using the AGT correspondence [15] we compute the
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Figure 2. Multi-particle graph embedded into a constant time slice of a conical defect geometry.
Solid lines represent external particles, wavy lines represent intermediate particles. The original
heavy fields produce the background geometry with the singularity placed in the center representing
a cubic vertex of two heavy fields and a light intermediate field.
heavy-light classical conformal 5-pt block. The corresponding worldline configuration in
the bulk is described by a system of irrational equations which are too difficult to solve
exactly. It properly reflects the complexity of finding closed expressions for (classical)
conformal blocks [16, 17]. Instead, to solve the equation system we propose to use a series
expansion method. Starting with a known exact (seed) solution to the equation system
and expanding around the seed with respect to some deformation parameter one finds the
perturbative solution. As the seed solution we use a 5-pt block with one of the fields taken
to be the unit operator what precisely corresponds the 4-pt block considered previously
in [8, 10].
The next sections discuss bulk/boundary realizations technically. The exposition is
organized as follows. In section 2 we consider the AGT representation of n-point conformal
blocks. In particular, in section 2.2 we explicitly compute the classical 5-point conformal
block. Then, in section 3 we switch to the bulk analysis and discuss general properties
of a probe particle worldlines in the background geometry. In this paper we consider the
case of conical deficit only (α2 ą 0). In section 4 we explicitly formulate the system
of equations underlying the respective five-line graph in the bulk. Section 5 discusses
the perturbation method that treats the 5-pt case as a deformation of the 4-pt case. In
section 6 we find an exact formula for the corresponding worldline action and compare it
with the boundary results. In the last section 7 we propose a multi-line generalization of
the approach supported in the 5-line case. Section 8 contains our conclusions and outlooks.
2 Boundary computation
The boundary computation is reduced to the analysis of the classical conformal block in
the Virasoro CFT. In this context there exist many different methods, each one having
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its own advantages and disadvantages. For instance, the elliptic recursion method can be
easily combined with the semiclassical limit [18]. For generic four-point classical conformal
block on the sphere an explicit representation in terms of the regularized action evaluated on
certain solution of the Painleve´ VI equation is available [16]. Another method for computing
the classical conformal block directly is the monodromy method [11, 12]. However, these
methods require quite complicated independent analysis for each particular number of
insertions in the correlator which is not easily generalized.
We find it instructive to adopt here another, the so-called AGT method (see [15] and
references therein for Liouville theory and [19, 20] for Minimal Models) which gives a simple
uniform representation of the conformal blocks for arbitrary number of fields and for any
genus.
2.1 Combinatorial representation
The AGT correspondence [15] establishes a connection between 2d conformal field theories
and the special class of 4d gauge theories in the so-called Omega background (for more
details see [21] and references therein). In particular, the correspondence allows to express
the CFT conformal block functions in terms of the Nekrasov instanton partition functions
for the gauge theories with the special matter fields content encoded in the dual pant
decomposition diagram. These instanton partition functions are known explicitly, therefore
using AGT leads to the explicit results for arbitrary n-point conformal block. We note also
that AGT is applicable on a surface of arbitrary genus.
First, let us describe the AGT construction for the general n-point conformal block1 as-
sociated to the correlation function xΦ1pz1, z¯1q . . .Φnpzn, z¯nqy. Using projective invariance
we fix three points z1 “ 0, zn´1 “ 1, zn “ 8, and replace
zi`1 “ qiqi`1 . . . qn´3 for 1 ď i ď n´ 3 . (2.1)
The conformal block is given by the following series expansion
Fpq|∆, r∆, cq “ 1`ÿ
k
qk11 q
k2
2 . . . q
kn´3
n´3 Fkp∆, r∆, cq , (2.2)
where ∆ “ t∆1, . . . ,∆nu is the set of external dimensions, r∆ “ tr∆1, . . . , r∆n´3u is the set
of the intermediate dimensions and q “ tq1, . . . , qn´3u. The sum in (2.2) goes over all sets
of positive integers, k “ tk1, . . . , kn´3u.
Using the standard Liouville parametrization,
∆i “ Q
2
4
´ P 2i , r∆j “ Q24 ´ rP 2j , c “ 1` 6Q2, Q “ b` 1b , (2.3)
the AGT representation of the n-point conformal block is given as [15, 22]
Fpq|∆, r∆, cq “ n´3ź
r“1
n´3ź
s“r
p1´ qr . . . qsq2pPr`1´Q2 qpPs`2`Q2 qZpq|∆, r∆, cq , (2.4)
1Here we discuss the construction of the conformal blocks on the sphere with the dual diagram having
no closed loops. For higher genera, the diagrams associated to the block functions contain a number of
loops and the AGT formulas require simple modifications.
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Figure 3. The 5-point classical heavy-light conformal block. Two bold lines on the right represent
heavy operators.
where
Zpq|∆, r∆, cq “ 1`ÿ
k
qk11 q
k2
2 . . . q
kn´3
n´3 Zkp∆, r∆, cq , (2.5)
and
Zkp∆, r∆, cq “ ÿ
~λ1,...,~λn´3
ZpP2|P1,∅; rP1, ~λ1qZpP3| rP1, ~λ1; rP2, ~λ2q ¨ ¨ ¨ZpPn´1| rPn´3, ~λn´3;Pn,∅q
Z
`
Q
2 | rP1, ~λ1; rP1, ~λ1˘ ¨ ¨ ¨Z`Q2 | rPn´3, ~λn´3; rPn´3, ~λn´3˘ .
(2.6)
Here, the sum goes over pn ´ 3q pairs of Young tableaux ~λj “ pλp1qj , λp2qj q with the total
number of cells |~λj | ” |λp1qj | ` |λp2qj | “ kj . The explicit form of functions Z reads
ZpP 2|P 1, ~µ;P,~λq “
2ź
i,j“1
ź
sPλi
Pˆ 2´Eλi,µj
`p´1qjP 1´p´1qiP ˇˇs˘`Q
2
˙ź
tPµj
Pˆ 2`Eµj ,λi
`p´1qiP´p´1qjP 1 ˇˇt˘´Q
2
˙
,
(2.7)
where
Eλ,µpx|sq “ x´ b lµpsq ` b´1
`
aλpsq ` 1
˘
. (2.8)
For a cell s “ pm,nq such that m and n label a respective row and a column, the arm-length
function aλpsq “ pλqm´n and the leg-length function lλpsq “ pλqTn ´m, where pλqm is the
length of m-th row of the Young tableau λ, and pλqTn the height of the n-th column, where
T stands for a matrix transposition.
We note finally that the AGT equations (2.4)–(2.7) give an efficient method for calcu-
lating the coefficients of the series expansion (2.2) of the general conformal block function.
2.2 Five-point classical conformal block
Now we apply the above general result to 5-point conformal block with the dual diagram
depicted in figure 3.
Here, in terms of the parameters q1 and q2 (2.1) the coordinates are
z1 “ 0 , z2 “ q1q2 , z3 “ q2 , z4 “ 1 , z5 “ 8 . (2.9)
Taking n “ 5 in the general representation (2.4)–(2.7) one finds
Fpq1, q2q “ p1´q1q2pP2´Q2 qpP3`Q2 qp1´q1q2q2pP2´Q2 qpP4`Q2 qp1´q2q2pP3´Q2 qpP4`Q2 qZpq1, q2q ,
(2.10)
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where
Zpq1, q2q “ 1`
ÿ
k1,k2
qk11 q
k2
2 Zk1,k2 , (2.11)
and
Zk1,k2 “
|~λ1,2|“k1,2ÿ
~λ1,~λ2
ZpP2|P1,∅; rP1, ~λ1qZpP3| rP1, ~λ1; rP2, ~λ2qZpP4| rP2, ~λ2;P5,∅q
Z
`
Q
2 | rP1, ~λ1; rP1, ~λ1˘Z`Q2 | rP2, ~λ2; rP2, ~λ2˘ , (2.12)
where on the lower levels the pairs of Young tableaux ~λ “ pλp1q, λp2qq with the total number
of cells l “ |~λ| are
l “ 0 : tp∅,∅qu
l “ 1 : tp∅, q, p ,∅qu
l “ 2 : tp∅, q, p∅, q, p , q, p ,∅q, p ,∅qu
l “ 3 : tp∅, q, p∅, q, p∅, q, p , q, p , q ,
p , q, p , q, p ,∅q, p ,∅q, p ,∅qu .
(2.13)
In what follows we are interested in the conformal block with dimensions
P4 “ P5 , P1 “ P2 , rP1 “ rP2 . (2.14)
We find
Zpq1, q2|tq “ 1` p1` b
2 ´ 2bP3qp1` b2 ` 2bP3qpq1 ` q2q
8b2
t`Opt2q , (2.15)
where t is convenient formal parameter, tm term takes into account contributions qm11 q
m2
2
with m “ m1`m2. To reproduce the original function (2.11) one sets t “ 1 in (2.15) so that
Zpq1, q2q “ Zpq1, q2|1q. Higher order expansion coefficients in t needed for the subsequent
analysis are not shown here, and can be directly read off the general formula (2.12).
Classical 5-pt conformal block. Within the the Liouville parametrization (2.3) the
limit cÑ 0 can be equivalently understood as bÑ 0, so that b2 “ 6{c. In particular, it is
convenient to define classical dimensions as  “ 6∆{c. Then, the classical conformal block
in (1.2) is given by
Fpq1, q2q “ e´
fpq1,q2q
b2 , bÑ 0 . (2.16)
Equivalently,
fpq1, q2q “ ´ lim
bÑ0 b
2 lnFpq1, q2q . (2.17)
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Liouville parameters Pi are expressed via conformal dimensions ∆i by means of the follow-
ing substitution
P4 “ P5 “
c
pb` 1{bq2
4
´ h
b2
, (2.18)
P1 “ P2 “
c
pb` 1{bq2
4
´ δ 1
b2
, (2.19)
P3 “
c
pb` 1{bq2
4
´ δ 3
b2
, (2.20)
rP1 “ rP2 “cpb` 1{bq2
4
´ δr1
b2
, (2.21)
where δ is the lightness parameter (1.3). Note that P4,5 associated to heavy fields are of
the zeroth order in δ.
Following the general discussion in the Introduction the expansion in δ (1.3) corre-
sponds to the semiclassical expansion in the bulk with the first order contributions identi-
fied as in (1.4). Hence, according (2.16) we collect terms of order b´2 in the expansion of
lnFpq1, q2q and then expand in δ up to first order. Using the generating functions in the
formal variable t one finds
fpq1, q2|tq “ fδpq1, q2|tqδ ` fδ2pq1, q2|tqδ2 ` . . . , (2.22)
where explicit form of the first two coefficients is
fδpq1, q2|tq “ ´ 3pq1 ` q2q
2
t`
„ p3 ´ 2r1qq1q2
4
´ 3p3 ` 2qq
2
1
16r1 ´ 3q
2
2
8
´ 23hq
2
2
3
´ 
2
3q
2
2
16r1` 
2
3hq
2
2
4r1

t2
`
„
´ 3q
3
1
24
´ 
2
3q
3
1
16r1´ 3q
2
1q2
8
` 
2
3q
2
1q2
16r1 ´ 3q1q
2
2
8
` 23hq1q
2
2
3
` 
2
3q1q
2
2
16r1 ´ 
2
3hq1q
2
2
4r1 ´ 3q
3
2
24
´ 23hq
3
2
3
´ 
2
3q
3
2
16r1` 
2
3hq
3
2
4r1

t3 `Opt4q , (2.23)
and
fδ2pq1, q2|tq “
„
23q
2
1
16
´ 231q
2
1
3
` 
2
31q
2
1
4r1 ´ 3r1q
2
1
6
` 
2
3q
2
2
16
´ 
2
3hq
2
2
3
´ 3r1q22
6
` 83hr1q22
9

t2`Opt3q .
(2.24)
With the change
h “ 1´ α
2
4
, (2.25)
where parameter α2 ą 0 will be associated with the background metric generated by the
heavy fields, in the first order in δ we find the expansion
fδpq1, q2|tq “
„
´ 3q1
2
´ 3q2
2

t`
„
´ 3q
2
1
8
´ 
2
3q
2
1
16r1` 3q1q24 ´r1q1q22 ´ 73q
2
2
24
` 3q
2
2α
2
6
´ 
2
3q
2
2α
2
16r1

t2
`
„
´ 3q
3
1
24
´ 
2
3q
3
1
16r1´ 3q
2
1q2
8
` 
2
3q
2
1q2
16r1 ` 3q1q
2
2
24
´ 53q
3
2
24
´ 3q1q
2
2α
2
6
` 
2
3q1q
2
2α
2
16r1
` 3q
3
2α
2
6
´ 
2
3q
3
2α
2
16r1

t3 `Opt4q . (2.26)
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The bulk computation procedure discussed in the next sections allows to reconstruct
the classical conformal block using a series expansion around some exact seed solution to
the bulk equations. In section 5 we will explain this procedure taking as a seed solution
the five-point classical block with the unity operator insertion Φ3 “ I. This means that
the deformation parameter is identified with the conformal dimension 3 and in the limit
3 “ 0 the 5-pt block goes to the 4-pt one. Hence, to compare with the results of the bulk
computation we will need an expansion of the 5-pt classical conformal block with respect
to the parameter 3, i.e.,
fδpq1, q2|tq “ f p0qδ pq1, q2|tq ` 3f p1qδ pq1, q2|tq ` 23f p2qδ pq1, q2|tq ` . . . . (2.27)
Here, the leading term f
p0q
δ pq1, q2|1q is identified with the 4-pt classical conformal block,
while the sub-leading terms perturbatively reconstruct the 5-pt classical conformal block.
The explicit form of the first two terms read off from (2.26) is
f
p0q
δ pq1, q2|tq “ ´
1
2
r1q1q2t2 ` 1
48
`´ 41q21q22 ´ 10r1q21q22 ` 41q21q22α2 ` r1q21q22α2˘t4
` 1
48
`´ 41q31q32 ´ 6r1q31q32 ` 41q31q32α2 ` r1q31q32α2˘t6 `Opt8q , (2.28)
and
f
p1q
δ pq1, q2|tq “ ´
1
2
pq1 ` q2qt` 1
24
`´ 3q21 ` 6q1q2 ´ 7q22 ` 4q22α2˘t2
` 1
24
`´ q31 ´ 3q21q2 ` q1q22 ´ 5q32 ´ 4q1q22α2 ` 4q32α2˘t3 `Opt4q . (2.29)
As expected, function f
p0q
δ pq1, q2|tq depends on the combination q1q2 only which is identified
with the coordinate z2, cf. (2.9). Setting t “ 1 one can recognize in the above series
expression the following functions
f
p0q
δ pq1, q2q “ 21 ln
„
´ 2 sinh
“α lnr1´q1q2s
2
‰
αq1q2

´r1 ln „´ 4 tanh “α lnr1´q1q2s4 ‰
αq1q2

` 1 lnr1´ q1q2s ,
(2.30)
and
f
p1q
δ pq1, q2q “ ln
„
sinh
“αplnr1´q1q2s´2 lnr1´q2sq
2
‰
αq2

` lnr1´ q2s . (2.31)
After a particular conformal transformation of the coordinates these are the expansion
coefficients that are seen on the bulk side in section 6.
A few comments are in order. Firstly, the choice of conformal dimensions (2.14) is
not assumed to be clear and requires some explanation. As we already discussed, the bulk
computations corresponding to our boundary configuration (discussed in the next sections)
rely on the specially developed perturbation procedure around known exactly seed solution.
So, in order to find explicitly general 5-point conformal blocks we have to fix a number of
perturbation parameters. In our case we consider one possible choice corresponding to the
value 3 “ 0 (2.27). On the general physical grounds (namely, taking into account fusion
rules) in this case we forced to fix r1 “ r2. This explains our choice (2.14). More general
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conformal block within the framework of this perturbation procedure can be reconstructed
order by order with respect to each perturbation parameter. Thus, to evaluate the con-
formal block with r1 ‰ r2 we have to introduce additional small parameter δ1 “ r1 ´ r2,
and develop corresponding perturbation theory which is based on the same idea, and so
represents not conceptual but technical difference.
Secondly, we note that the AGT method used here allows to get only series expansion
of the conformal block functions. So that, essentially what we perform is the check that
the series expansion of the resulting expression obtained in the bulk computation gives
exactly the coefficients of the classical conformal block calculated up to rather high order
Opqm1 qn2 q. Thus, the bulk computation of section 6 allows to derive the exact result, while
the boundary computation allows only to conjecture this expression and check the lower
level coefficients comparing with the bulk. It would be interesting to actually derive this
exact result from the boundary point of view.
3 Worldline approach
Let us consider a massive point particle moving in the background with a conical defect.
In the cylindrical coordinate system xµ “ pt, φ, ρq the metric gµνpxq can be read off from
the interval
ds2 “ α
2
cos2 ρ
ˆ
´ dt2 ` sin2 ρdφ2 ` 1
α2
dρ2
˙
, (3.1)
where α2 ą 0 parameterizes an angle deficit. The physical singularity is placed at ρ “ 0,
where the Riemann tensor component Rρφρφ blows up. The conformal boundary corre-
sponds to points ρ “ pi{2. To approach the boundary we use the regularization cos ρ “ Λ´1
at Λ Ñ8.
Particle propagation between initial and final positions is described by the worldline
action
S “ m
ż λ2
λ1
dλ
b
gµνpxq 9xµ 9xν ” m
ż λ2
λ1
dλ
b
gtt 9t2 ` gφφ 9φ2 ` gρρ 9ρ2 , (3.2)
where m is the mass of a particle, λ is the evolution parameter, and 9xµ “ dxµ{dλ. In
general, ending points are parameters of the theory and the variation of the on-shell action
reads
δS “ p2µδx2µ ´ p1µδx1µ, (3.3)
where p
1
µ and p
2
µ are momenta in the initial and final positions, δx
1µ and δx
2µ are respective
coordinate variations. The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations of motion are the
geodesic equation provided that λ is identified with a length of the path. In this case one
arrives at the normalization condition
| 9x| ”
b
gµνpxq 9xµ 9xν “ 1 . (3.4)
The bulk dynamics can be reduced to a constant time disk with polar coordinates ρ
and φ. Indeed, t and φ are cyclic coordinates resulting in the conservation laws, 9pt “ 0
and 9pφ “ 0, where pt “ gtt 9t and pφ “ gφφ 9φ are the corresponding momenta. Choosing a
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particular value pt “ 0 one arrives at 9t “ 0 Ñ tpλq “ const. From now on we choose a
constant time slice t “ 0. Taking into account the normalization condition (3.4) integration
constants can be identified with initial and final radial positions and the value of the
conserved angular momentum pφ. Solving equations of motion explicitly is superfluous as
we need just an action value evaluated on a given path. Using (3.4) one finds that the
action is a length of the path
S “
ż λ2
λ1
dλ “ λ2 ´ λ1 . (3.5)
A useful trick is that the normalization condition (3.4) is sufficient to express a proper
parameter λ as a function of radius and angular momentum values [10]. For 9t “ 0 the
condition (3.4) can be cast into the form
1
cos2 ρ
9ρ2 ` p
2
φ
α2
cot2 ρ “ 1 , (3.6)
from which it follows that the radial velocity is expressed as
9ρ “ ˘ cos ρ
d
1´ p
2
φ
α2
cot2 ρ , (3.7)
where the overall sign depends on the direction of the λ flow. The minimal radial distance
between the particle path and the singularity is therefore given by tan2 ρmin “
`pφ
α
˘2
.
Obviously, the maximal radial distance corresponds to the point ρmax “ pi{2 located on
the boundary. Changing variables as y “ cot2 ρ at 9ρ ě 0, and introducing notation
s “ |pφ|
α
, (3.8)
equation (3.6) can be directly integrated to yield the on-shell action
S “ ln
?
η?
1` η `a1´ s2η
ˇˇˇˇη2
η1
, (3.9)
where η
1 “ cot2 ρ1 and η2 “ cot2 ρ2 are initial/final radial positions. Parameter s is an
integration constant that defines a particular form of the geodesic segment.
The simplest case of a geodesic segment is the radial line starting (or ending, depending
on the λ flow direction) at the singularity point ρ2 “ 0, see figure 4. In this case, the angular
momentum pφ vanishes so that s “ 0. After some simple algebra, one finds from (3.9) the
radial length Srad “ ´ ln tanpρ12 ` pi4 q. We see that Srad is finite implying that a particle
reaches the singularity within a finite time period. One interprets the falling into the
singularity as a cubic vertex of the two heavy operators and a light operator represented by a
probe. For the further purpose we find a length of the radial line for ρ1 “ arccos sinpαw{2q:
Srad “ ´ ln tan αw
4
. (3.10)
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Figure 4. Radial and arc segments. The graph corresponds to the classical conformal block with
two heavy fields, two light fields of equal dimensions (the arc), and one extremely light intermediate
field (the radial line) [10].
For the geodesic arc connecting two boundary points φ “ 0 and φ “ w t11he angular
momentum pφ is not vanishing s “ cot αw2 . From (3.9) it follows [9, 10, 23] that the length
of the arc is given by
Sarc “ ln
„
sin
αw
2

` ln 2Λ . (3.11)
In particular, Sarc diverges at Λ Ñ8 so that it takes an infinite time to reach the boundary.
Note that ρ1 “ arccos sin αw2 chosen to compute (3.10) corresponds to the zero value of
the radial velocity, or the minimal distance according to formula (3.7). From the graph in
figure 4 it is clear that the minimal distance is given by (3.10).
4 Five-particle configuration
Consider now the five-line graph on figure 5 which is the n “ 5 case of the general graph
in figure 2.
The corresponding particle action reads
S “
ÿ
I
ISI , I “ 1, 2, 3,r1,r2 , (4.1)
where each component is given by (3.2). Initial/final positions λ
1
and λ
2
correspond to
various nodes in figure 5 including the singularity point, two vertices, three boundary
attachments. It is supposed that the singularity point and boundary attachments are fixed
parameters of the theory. There is no loss of generality in supposing that w1 “ 0. From
the boundary perspective it is achieved doing a conformal map that moves a position of
the first external operator z1 Ñ 1. Positions of the vertices are floating according to the
minimal action principle.
From the normalization condition (3.4) it follows SI “ S2I´S 1I , and final/initial lengths
are functions of the boundary points w2, w3, classical dimensions 1, 2, 3 and r1, r2, and
the metric parameter α , i.e., S
1
I “ S 1Ipw|α, q and S2I “ S2I pw|α, q. The total action (4.1)
is then S “ Spw|α, q.
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w1
Figure 5. Five-particle graph. Solid lines 1, 2, 3 represent external particles, wavy lines r1,r2 rep-
resent intermediate particles. The angles are measured clockwise. In practice, we set w1 “ 0.
Let us consider each of two vertices. In these points proper parameter λ can be
chosen to be increasing away from the vertex. Then, denoting the vertex coordinates as
xµ1 and x
µ
2 along with the corresponding deviation δx
µ
1 and δx
µ
2 which are the same for all
incoming lines, and using variation formula (3.3) one arrives at two equilibrium conditions
P1µδx
µ
1 “ 0 and P2µδxµ2 “ 0, where Pµ is a total momentum of lines incoming a given
vertex. Explicitly, there are two following conditions.
• First vertex r1´ 1´ 2. The equilibrium condition reads`r1rp1µ ` 1p1µ ` 2p2µ˘ ˇˇx“x1 “ 0 , (4.2)
where x1 stands for coordinates of the first vertex.
• Second vertex r1´ r2´ 3. The equilibrium condition reads`r1rp1µ ` r2rp2µ ` 3p3µ˘ ˇˇx“x2 “ 0 , (4.3)
where x2 stands for coordinates of the second vertex.
Note that the action variations at the boundary attachments w2 and w3 are not vanishing.
Instead, these are
δw2Spw2, w3|α, q “ p2φpw2, w3|α, qδw2 ,
δw3Spw2, w3|α, q “ p3φpw2, w3|α, qδw3 ,
(4.4)
where functions p2φ and p
3
φ are the angular momenta of external lines 2 and 3 attached to
the corresponding points. Knowing these momenta explicitly one can integrate the equa-
tion system (4.4) to find the action S “ Spw2, w3|α, q explicitly. In the 4-pt case the
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system is given by a single ordinary differential equation and can be integrated explic-
itly [10]. However, for many-particle configurations a number of boundary attachments
increases thereby making the system (4.4) a partial differential equation system. Note that
equations (4.4) define the so-called accessory parameters for the classical conformal blocks
which are identified here with the angular momenta [10, 16].
The other way around is to compute the action explicitly recalling that it is defined
as a weighted sum of the path lengths (4.1). To this end, using the equilibrium conditions
one explicitly finds positions of the vertices and expresses all angular momenta as functions
of boundary attachments points w2 and w3. Summing up all the lengths which are now
functions of w2,3 one eventually arrives at the sought-for action function S “ Spw2, w3|α, q.
4.1 Vertex analysis
Below we study the component form of the equilibrium conditions (4.3) and (4.2). Since
the dynamics is reduced to a fixed time disk both conditions trivialize for µ “ t. The radial
line r2 has vanishing angular momentum, rp2φ “ 0.
Equilibrium equations. For the vertex r1 ´ r2 ´ 3, the components µ “ φ, ρ of the
equilibrium condition (4.3) are given by
r1rp1φ ` 3p3φ “ 0 , 3p3ρ ` r1rp1ρ ` r2rp2ρ “ 0 , (4.5)
or, using the definition pρ “ gρρ 9ρ and formula (3.7), one finds
3p
3
φ ` r1rp1φ “ 0 , (4.6)
3
d
1´ pp
3
φq2
α2
cot2 ρ2 ` r1
d
1´ prp1φq2
α2
cot2 ρ2 ´ r2 “ 0 . (4.7)
Here ρ2 is the radial coordinate of the r1´r2´ 3 vertex, and the radial momentum 9ρpbq ă 0
since the proper parameter λ increases away from the vertex.
For the vertex r1 ´ 1 ´ 2, the components µ “ φ, ρ of the equilibrium condition (4.2)
are given by
r1rp1φ ` 1p1φ ` 2p2φ “ 0 , (4.8)
´r1
d
1´ prp1φq2
α2
cot2 ρ1 ` 1
d
1´ pp
1
φq2
α2
cot2 ρ1 ` 2
d
1´ pp
2
φq2
α2
cot2 ρ1 “ 0 . (4.9)
Here ρ1 is the radial coordinate of the r1´ 1´ 2 vertex and 9ρpr1q ă 0, 9ρp2q ą 0, and 9ρp1q ą 0
since the proper parameter λ increases away from the vertex.
Independent integration constants. The conserved angular momenta play the role
of integration constants. In our case, there are five angular momenta subjected to three
independent constraints. Namely, as the radial line r2 has vanishing angular velocity and
taking (4.6) and (4.8) into account one finds
rp2φ “ 0 , 3p3φ ` r1paφ “ 0 , r1rp1φ ` 1p1φ ` 2p2φ “ 0 . (4.10)
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Using (3.8) the above relations can be represented as follows
rs2 “ 0 , 3s3 ´ r1rs1 “ 0 , 1s1 ´ 2s2 ´ r1rs1 “ 0 . (4.11)
Note that quantities sI are non-negative and therefore the relative signs are fixed according
to the slopes of worldlines on figure 5.
On the other hand, equations (4.7) and (4.9) can be used to find tan ρ1 and tan ρ2 as
functions of two independent angular momenta (integration constants).
Vertex r1´ r2´ 3 radial position. The consideration here is similar to that one for the
4-pt block. From (4.7) we have
3
b
1´ s23η2 ` r1b1´ rs21η2 “ r2 , (4.12)
where angular parameters s3 and rs1 are defined according to (3.8), and
η2 “ cot2 ρ2 . (4.13)
Solving equation (4.12) for η2 one finds
η2 “ ´p3 ´ r1 ´ r2qp3 ` r1 ´ r1qp3 ´ r1 ` r2qp3 ` r1 ` r2q
4 23 r22 s23 ” τ
2
s23
, (4.14)
so that τ2 is a function of the conformal dimensions only
τ2 “ ´p3 ´ r1 ´ r2qp3 ` r1 ´ r2qp3 ´ r1 ` r2qp3 ` r1 ` r2q
4 23 r22 . (4.15)
Function τ2 can be represented as τ2 “ µ2{23, where µ2 already appeared in the 4-pt
case [10],
µ2 “ 
2
3 ` r21 ´ r22{2
2
´ p
2
3 ´ r21q2
4r22 . (4.16)
Vertex r1 ´ 1 ´ 2 radial position. Equation (4.9) can be cast into the form
1
b
1´ s21η1 ` 2
b
1´ s22η1 “ r1b1´ rs21η1 , (4.17)
where momenta s1,2 and rs1 are defined according to (3.8), and η1 is given by
η1 “ cot2 ρ1 . (4.18)
The general solution to (4.17) reads
η1 “ 1´ σ
2
s21 ` s22 ´ 2s1s2σ
, σ “ 
2
1 ` 22 ´ r21
212
. (4.19)
Equivalently,
η1 “ p1 ´ 2 ´ r1qp1 ` 2 ´ r1qp1 ´ 2 ` r1qp1 ` 2 ` r1q
412
`
s1s2p21 ` 22 ´ r21q ´ 12ps21 ` s22q˘ , (4.20)
cf. (4.14).
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It is worth noting that parameter functions τ “ τp,rq (4.15) and σ “ σp,rq (4.19)
are homogeneous functions of the conformal dimensions. We note also that both η1 and η2
contain a classical “fusion polynomial” factor
ΠpI , J , Kq “ pI ´ J ´ KqpI ` J ´ KqpI ´ J ` KqpI ` J ` Kq , (4.21)
where I, J,K “ 1, 2, 3,r1,r2. There are two useful propositions.
• From ΠpI , J , Kq ď 0 it follows that
I ď J ` K , I ‰ J ‰ K . (4.22)
The proof is straightforward. In particular, it implies that η2 ě 0 and η1 ě 0. The
first inequality is obvious from the definition (4.14), while to show the second one
we recall that 1s1 ě 2s2 (4.11). We note that if (4.22) is not satisfied then the
bulk vertex disappears. In the boundary description it exactly corresponds to the
case where the fusion rules in the corresponding vertex of the pant decomposition are
violated. It explains the notion of the classical fusion polynomial introduced above.
• In the limit rs1 “ 0 the radial vertex coordinates are related as
η1 “ η2rr1 Ñ 2,r2 Ñ r1, 3 Ñ 1s . (4.23)
Using the third relation in (4.11) the proof is straightforward.
4.2 Angular separations
Using the definition pφ “ gφφ 9φ and recalling that the angular momenta are motion con-
stants we find for a given geodesic segment the following angle increment
∆φ “ ˘pφ
α2
ż ρ2
ρ1
dρ cos ρ
sin2 ρ
`
1´ p2φ
α2
cot2 ρ
˘1{2 . (4.24)
Here, the overall sign depends on that of 9ρ. Explicitly, an angle swept by the geodesic line
characterized by angular parameter s “ |pφ|{α is given by
iα∆φ “ ln
a
1´ s2 cot2 ρ2 ´ isa1` cot2 ρ2a
1´ s2 cot2 ρ1 ´ isa1` cot2 ρ1 . (4.25)
Let ψ1 and ψ2 be angular coordinates of the first r1 ´ 1 ´ 2 and the second r1 ´ r2 ´ 3
vertices respectively such that 0 ă ψ1 ă w2 ă ψ2 ă w3 (recall that we set w1 “ 0).
Consider angular separations of each geodesic segment. According to figure 5 they are
given by
∆φ1 “ ψ1 , ∆φ2 “ w2 ´ ψ1 , ∆φ3 “ w3 ´ ψ2 , ∆rφ1 “ ψ2 ´ ψ1 , ∆rφ2 “ 0 .
(4.26)
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In particular, one finds the following angular equations
∆φ1 `∆φ2 “ w2 , (4.27)
∆φ1 `∆φ3 `∆rφ1 “ w3 , (4.28)
where each angular separation is given by (4.25). The above analysis of the equilibrium
equations defines radial coordinates cot2 ρ1 and cot
2 ρ2 in terms of the angular momenta.
According to (4.25), the angular separations are functions of two independent momenta, say
s1 and s3, and therefore the above equation system can be solved as s1,3 “ s1,3pw2, w3|α, q.
For later use let us write all ingredients of the above angular equations
iα∆φ1 “ ln
a
1´s21η1 ´ is1
?
1`η1
1´is1 , iα∆φ2 “ ln
a
1´s22η1 ´ is2
?
1`η1
1´is2 ,
iα∆φ3 “ ln
a
1´s23η2 ´ is3
?
1`η2
1´is3 , iα∆
rφ1 “ ln a1´rs21η2 ´ irs1?1`η2a
1´rs21η1 ´ irs1?1`η1 ,
(4.29)
where we used notation (4.13) and (4.18).
First angular condition. From the condition (4.27) we find
eiαw2 “
`a
1´ s21 η1 ´ is1
?
1` η1
˘`a
1´ s22 η1 ´ is2
?
1` η1
˘
p1´ is1qp1´ is2q . (4.30)
The right-hand-side is obviously a unimodular complex number so that real and imaginary
parts are not independent. It follows that we can analyze either real or imaginary part of
equation (4.30) depending on simplicity of the corresponding expressions.
We consider the real part of equation (4.30). Denoting A “ Rereiαw2p1´ is1qp1´ is2qs,
where
A “ p1´ s1s2q cosαw2 ` ps1 ` s2q sinαw2 , (4.31)
we find out the following irrational equationb
1´ s21 η1
b
1´ s21 η1 ´ s1s2p1` η1q ´A “ 0 . (4.32)
This is a typical equation arising from the equilibrium and angular conditions discussed
earlier. Squaring twice one gets rid of the radicals so that the resulting polynomial equation
is linear and its solution reads
η1 “ 1´ pA` s1s2q
2
s21 ` s22 ` 2s1s2pA` s1s2q
. (4.33)
This is to be compared to (4.20). In this way we find our first condition on the angular
parameters s1 and s2, namely
1´ σ2
s21 ` s22 ´ 2s1s2σ
“ 1´ pA` s1s2q
2
s21 ` s22 ` 2s1s2pA` s1s2q
. (4.34)
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The most convenient way to analyze the above equation is to introduce variables u “ s1`s2
and v “ s1s2. The resulting equation is cubic both in u and v. It has three real roots and
the simplest one is given by
s2 “ σ ` cosαw2 ` s1 sinαw2´s1 ` s1 cosαw2 ´ sinαw2 . (4.35)
It can be obtained by equating A`v “ ´σ. Two other branches contain non-trivial radicals
and should be discarded as they generally violate the property of s1,2 having fixed sign. It
is worth noting that the zeros of the denominator in (4.35) are given by s1 “ ´ cotpαw2{2q.
Second angular condition. Equation (4.28) can be cast into the form
eiαw3 “
`a
1´ s23η2 ´ is3
?
1` η2
˘`a
1´ rs21η2 ´ irs1?1` η2˘`a1´ s21η1 ´ is1?1` η1˘
p1´ is3q
`a
1´ rs21η1 ´ irs1?1` η1˘p1´ is1q .
(4.36)
As in the previous case we take its real part and find the following relation
η2 “ 1´ ps3rs1 `Bq2
s23 ` rs21 ` 2s3rs1pB ` s3rs1q , (4.37)
where
B “ Re
ˆ
eiαw3p1´ is1qp1´ is3q
a
1´ rs21η1 ´ irs1?1` η1a
1´ s21η1 ´ is1
?
1` η1
˙
, (4.38)
where η1 is given by (4.33). This is to be equated to (4.14). In this way we obtain our
second angular equation
1´ ps3rs1 `Bq2
s23 ` rs21 ` 2s3rs1pB ` s3rs1q “ τ
2
s23
. (4.39)
This equation completely defines coordinate dependence of s1. Indeed, there are two in-
dependent momenta chosen to be s1 and s3, while others are related to them through
linear conditions (4.11). The first angular equation relates s1 and s2 by virtue of (4.35).
Therefore, the second angular equation fixes s1 “ s1pw2, w3q.
5 The perturbation theory
Our goal is to find solutions to the second angular equation (4.39). One possibility to
solve this equation is to get rid of all radicals. The resulting equation on s2 is a higher
order polynomial equation and it is unlikely to be solved exactly. We propose to use a
perturbation procedure that helps to find solutions to (4.39). We consider the five-line
configuration as a deformation of the three-line configuration corresponding to the 4-point
conformal block. Below we recall the 4-pt case [10].
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Figure 6. Three-line graph. Solid lines represent external particles, wavy lines represent interme-
diate particles, [10].
5.1 Three-line configuration
In this case there are two light external fields with dimensions 1 and 2 and one interme-
diate light field with dimension r1. The respective graph is depicted on figure 6.
Here, the equilibrium and the angular equations read
1
b
1´s21 η ` 2
b
1´s22 η “ r1 , 1s1 ´ 2s2 “ 0 , (5.1)
eiαw2 “
`a
1´s21 η ´ is1
?
1`η˘`a1´s22 η ´ is2?1`η˘
p1´ is1qp1´ is2q , (5.2)
where the radial coordinate of the vertex is
η “ ´Πp1, 2,r1q
4r21 21 s21 , (5.3)
and Πp1, 2,r1q is the fusion polynomial (4.21). We note that the radial coordinate is
η “ η2r3 Ñ 1,r1 Ñ 2,r2 Ñ r1s . (5.4)
In order to simplify the analysis we consider equal external dimensions. Then, the
solution to the above equations is
1 “ 2 : s1 “ s2 “ ´ cot θ2 ` r1
21 sin θ2
, θ2 ” αw2
2
. (5.5)
The total action in this case is S0 “ 21S1 ` r1Sr1. Using (3.9) and (5.5) we find
S1 “ ´ ln sin θ2 ` ln
d
1´ r21
421
´ ln 2Λ , Sr1 “ ln tan θ22 ` ln
d
1 ` r1{2
1 ´ r1{2 , (5.6)
where Λ Ñ8 is the boundary regulator. We observe that all conformal dimensions arise as
additive contributions and can therefore be neglected. This is why coordinate dependent
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terms in (5.6) coincide with those in (3.10) and (3.11). Modulo irrelevant coordinate
independent terms the total action is given by
S0pw2q “ ´21 ln sin θ2 ` r1 ln tan θ2
2
. (5.7)
5.2 Truncation to the 4-pt case
We choose one of the external fields (which is in the middle of the pant decomposition)
to be an identity operator, while intermediate fields of the corresponding vertex get equal
dimensions. The vertex disappears while n-pt block goes to pn´1q-pt block. If the identity
external field is chosen to be on the edge of the block then one should equate dimensions
of one intermediate and one external field of the corresponding vertex.
Let us see how it works in the bulk analysis. We consider the vertex equations and
set conformal dimensions of various external fields to zero. The angular equations get
corresponding modification. There are three types of truncation.
The 3 “ 0 case. This configuration corresponds to 4-pt conformal block provided that
external dimensions are equal to each other, r1 “ r2. The vertex equations (4.11), (4.12)
and (4.17) can be written as
3
b
1´ s23η2 ` r1b1´ rs21η2 “ r1 , 3s3 ´ r1rs1 “ 0 , (5.8)
and
1
b
1´ s21η1 ` 2
b
1´ s22η1 “ r1b1´ rs21η1 , 1s1 ´ 2s2 ´ r1rs1 “ 0 . (5.9)
Setting 3 “ 0 we reproduce the 4-pt case [10]. Equations (5.8) are satisfied identically so
that the vertex r1´ r2´ 3 disappears. In this limit the intermediate line r1 becomes radial,
i.e., rs1 “ 0, so that using (4.23) and (5.4), equations (5.9) are reduced to (5.1).
The 2 “ 0 case. This configuration corresponds to the 4-pt conformal block withr1 “ 1. In this case, the vertex equations can be cast into the form
3
b
1´ s23η2 ` 1
b
1´ rs21η2 “ r2 , 3s3 ´ 1rs1 “ 0 , (5.10)
and
1
b
1´ s21η1 ` 2
b
1´ s22η1 “ 1
b
1´ rs21η1 , 1s1 ´ 2s2 ´ 1rs1 “ 0 . (5.11)
For 2 “ 0 the second pair of equations trivializes, while the first one goes to that of the
4-pt case provided rs1 “ 0.
The 1 “ 0 case. This configuration does not correspond to 4-pt conformal block because
the equilibrium equation r1rs1` 2s2 “ 0 has no admissible solutions: all sI ě 0 so that the
only solution here is rs1 “ s2 “ 0 that corresponds to merging of the lines r1 and 2 into single
radial line. Therefore, the configuration depicted on figure 6 can not be reproduced. To
have a correct graph of the 4-pt conformal block we need to modify the initial configuration
by changing the slope of line 2.
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Figure 7. A deformation method. Vertex r1´r2´ 3 originates from the seed vertex point attached
to the radial line r1. The deformation produces lines r1 and r2 from the original line r1 by pulling the
seed vertex point using line 3. Solid lines correspond to the 4-pt case, while dotted ones indicate
the 5-pt deformation.
5.3 Five-line configuration as a deformation
A five-line configuration can be considered as a deformation of the three-line configuration
with respect to one of the external conformal dimensions. In what follows, we explicitly
consider the case where 3 is the deformation parameter and other conformal dimensions are
r1 “ r2 , 1 “ 2 . (5.12)
The first condition here is required for consistency of the truncation. The second condition
is imposed to simplify our consideration.2 Since two heavy operators produce the back-
ground and other operators are light, the operator associated to line 3 should be considered
as superlight. In other words, the true deformation parameter is
ν “ 3r1 . (5.13)
The deformation of the three-line configuration depicted on figure 6 can be visualized
as the “seed” vertex attached to the radial line r1. Pulling it out splits the radial line r1
into radial line r2 and curved line r1, and produces external line 3 as depicted in figure 7.
The lines of the resulting five-line configuration are characterized by the deformed angular
momenta
sI “ bI ` νcI `Opν2q , I “ 1, 2, 3,r1,r2 , (5.14)
where bI are the angular momenta of the seed three-line configuration and cI are corrections.
Note that rs2 “ br2 “ 0 remain intact, and the seed line r1 is radial so that br1 “ 0. By
convention, b3 is the seed momentum assigned to line 3. The total action reads
Spw2, w3q “ S0pw2q ` νS1pw2, w3q `Opν2q , (5.15)
2The same constraints have been used in the boundary computations (2.14).
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where S0 “ S0pw2q is the action of the three-line configuration, while S1pw2, w3q is a
correction. Note that a position of the superlight field w3 enters the action through the
correction only.
The idea behind the perturbation method is to replace finding solutions to higher
order algebraic equations by solving linear recurrence equations imposed on the corrections.
Using the approximation (5.14) we expand the angular equations up to linear terms in ν
and find out that the seed solution satisfies the original algebraic equation for ν “ 0
while first order terms are linear equations expressing the corrections through the seed
solution. Higher-order corrections are also subjected to linear recurrence equations and
can be directly found. Therefore, the most complicated part of the problem is to find a
seed solution which in our case is explicitly known and corresponds to the 4-pt configuration
described in section 5.1.
6 Perturbative solution
Now we are going to identify the position of the seed vertex attached to the radial line r1,
see figure 7. To this end, we consider s1 and s3 as independent angular momenta. From
the equilibrium equations (5.8) and (5.9) we find angular positions of the vertices
η1 “ 1´ κ
2{4
s21 ` ν2s23 ´ νκs1s3
, η2 “ 1´ ν
2{4
s23
, (6.1)
where κ “ r1{1, cf. (4.19) and (4.14). We see that the the second vertex position can be
smoothly continued to ν “ 0 to obtain the seed vertex η2 “ 1{s23.
The seed vertex position can be used to find the corresponding seed angular momenta
values. Consider the angular equations (4.30) and (4.36) for ν “ 0. They can be cast into
the form
eiαw2{2 “
a
1´ s21η1 ´ is1
?
1` η1
1´ is1 , (6.2)
eiαpw3´w2{2q “
a
1´ s23η2 ´ is3
?
1` η2
1´ is3 . (6.3)
Equation (6.2) reproduces the angular equation of the three-line case (5.2) provided s1 “ s2.
Equation (6.3) is not seen in the three-line case and appears because our angular equations
do not follow from the original action contrary to the equilibrium equations. It follows
that for ν “ 0 there remains a residual angular equation (6.3) that helps to define the seed
momentum s3. From (6.3) we find
s3 “ ´ cotp2θ3 ´ θ2q , 3 “ 0 , (6.4)
where we introduced notation
θk “ αwk
2
, k “ 1, 2, 3 . (6.5)
Note that the seed momentum s3 is not vanishing despite that 3 “ 0. Geometrically, it
means that we can add such a line to the three-line graph but its weight in the total action
is kept zero. The deformation makes 3 non-vanishing so that the line starts to be seen.
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Finally, using the three-line solution (5.5) and notation (5.14) we write down all the
seed angular momenta as
b1 “ b2 “ ´ cot θ2 ` κ
2 sin θ2
, b3 “ ´ cotp2θ3 ´ θ2q , br1 “ br2 “ 0 . (6.6)
In what follows we consider the angular equations for ν ‰ 0 and apply the perturbation
expansion around the seed solution (6.6).
Expansion of the angular equations. Using notation (6.5) the real part of the angular
equation (4.30) for ν ‰ 0 is represented asb
1´ s21 η1
b
1´ s22 η1 ´ s1s2p1` η1q “ p1´ s1s2q cos 2θ2 ` ps1 ` s2q sin 2θ2 . (6.7)
Substituting (6.1), (6.6), and (5.14) into equation (6.7) and keeping first-order terms in
the deformation parameter ν we find that the original equation is reduced to the following
linear relation
2c1 ´ κb3 “ 0 . (6.8)
As expected, the same relation follows from the exact solution (4.35) which in the case
under consideration takes the form
s2 “ ´ cot θ2
ˆ
1´ 1
2
κ2
sin 2θ2 ps1 ` cot θ2q
˙
. (6.9)
Now, it is convenient to identically represent the second angular equation (4.36) as
e2iθ3p1´is1qp1´is3q
`b
1´ν2s23η1 ´ iνs3
a
1`η1
˘ “`b
1´s23η2 ´ is3
a
1`η2
˘`b
1´ν2s23η2 ´ iνs3
a
1`η2
˘`b
1´s21η1 ´ is1
a
1`η1
˘
.
(6.10)
Taking (6.8) into account we find that in the first order approximation the real part of the
above equation is a linear equation on c3 solved as
c3 “ 3` cosp2θ2 ´ 4θ3q ´ 2 cosp2θ2 ´ 2θ3q ´ 2 cosp2θ3q
4 sin3pθ2 ´ 2θ3q . (6.11)
The deformed angular parameters. The first order solution to the 5-pt configuration
reads
s1 “ ´ cot θ2 ` κ
2 sin θ2
´ νκ
2
cotp2θ3 ´ θ2q `Opν2q , (6.12)
s3 “ ´ cotp2θ3´θ2q ` ν cosp2θ2´4θ3q´2 cosp2θ2´2θ3q´2 cos 2θ3`3
4 sin3pθ2´2θ3q `Opν
2q , (6.13)
and
s2 “ s1 ´ νκs3 , rs1 “ νs3 , rs2 “ 0 . (6.14)
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The action. Finally, using representation (3.9) we explicitly write down the total ac-
tion (4.1) as
Spw2, w3q “ 1S1pw2, w3q ` 1S2pw2, w3q ` 3S3pw2, w3q ` r1Sr1pw2, w3q ` r1Sr2pw2, w3q ,
(6.15)
where
S1 “ ´ ln
?
η1?
1` η1 `
a
1´ s21η1
´ ln 2Λ , (6.16)
S2 “ ´ ln
?
η1?
1` η1 `
a
1´ s22η1
´ ln 2Λ , (6.17)
S3 “ ´ ln
?
η2?
1` η2 `
a
1´ s23η2
´ ln 2Λ , (6.18)
Sr1 “ ln
?
η1?
1` η1 `
a
1´ ν2s23η1
´ ln
?
η2?
1` η2 `
a
1´ ν2s23η2
, (6.19)
Sr2 “ ln
?
η2
1`?1` η2 . (6.20)
Here, Λ is the cutoff parameter, Λ Ñ 8. For ν “ 0 we note that Sr1 ` Sr2 “ ln ?η11`?1`η1
and this formula gives the length of the radial line (3.10). Also, for ν “ 0 the action S3
does not contribute to the total action, while S1 “ S2 and 2S1 gives the length of the arc,
cf. (3.11). We conclude that for ν “ 0 the action (6.15) is identified with the 4-pt case
action (5.7).
In the first order in ν the above actions are given by
S1 “ ´ ln sin θ2 ` ν cotpθ2 ´ 2θ3q ` ln
d
1´ r21
421
´ ln 2Λ`Opν2q , (6.21)
S2 “ ´ ln sin θ2 ´ ν cotpθ2 ´ 2θ3q ` ln
d
1´ r21
421
´ ln 2Λ`Opν2q , (6.22)
S3 “ ´ ln sinp2θ3 ´ θ2q ´ ln 2Λ`Opνq , (6.23)
Sr1 “ ln tan θ22 ´ ln tanp2θ3 ´ θ2q ` ln
d
1 ` r1{2
1 ´ r1{2
` ν cosp2θ2 ´ 4θ3q ´ 2 cosp2θ2 ´ 2θ3q ´ 2 cos 2θ3 ` 3
4 sin2pθ2 ´ 2θ3q `Opν
2q , (6.24)
Sr2 “ ln tanp2θ3 ´ θ2q
´ ν cosp2θ2 ´ 4θ3q ´ 2 cosp2θ2 ´ 2θ3q ´ 2 cos 2θ3 ` 3
4 sin2pθ2 ´ 2θ3q `Opν
2q . (6.25)
Note that in the first order the actions S1,2 and Sr1,r2 get corrections, while their sums
S1 ` S2 and Sr1 ` Sr2 remain intact. The regulator Λ appears for the external lines only.
Modulo coordinate independent terms we arrive at the following total action
Spw2, w3q “ ´21 ln sin θ2 ` r1 ln tan θ2
2
´ 3 ln sinp2θ3 ´ θ2q `Opν2q . (6.26)
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The zeroth order part obviously coincides with the three-line action (5.7). It is param-
eterized by the variable θ2, while the first order correction depends on coordinates w2,3
through the combination 2θ3 ´ θ2 only. Note that the resulting action (6.26) has no pole
1{r1 while it appears in higher order terms, cf. (2.26).
According to the general prescription (1.4), the action (6.26) is related to the conformal
block as
fδpq1, q2q „ ´Spθ1, θ2q , (6.27)
where the first terms of the conformal block on the plane are given in (2.30) and (2.31). The
identification is achieved (up to irrelevant coordinate-independent constants which can be
absorbed in the integration constants and also taking into account standard conformal block
prefactor which is not assumed to exponentiate) by the following conformal transformations
to the plane
θ2 “ iα
2
lnp1´ q1q2q , θ3 “ iα
2
lnp1´ q2q . (6.28)
The perturbation procedure which allows to evaluate the bulk configuration (6.26) together
with its boundary counterpart computation of the dual classical conformal block (2.30)
and (2.31) represent the main result of this paper. In the next section we discuss its
possible generalization to the n-point case.
7 Towards multi-line configurations
The n “ 5 analysis in the previous sections shows the way it generalizes to the n-point case.
According the graph in figure 2 we discuss a multi-line configuration with n ´ 2 external
legs using the following notation and conventions.
• There are n ´ 2 external lines with index i “ 1, 2, . . . , n ´ 2 provided that lines 1
and 2 are on the rightmost edge of the graph. There are n ´ 3 intermediate lines
with index r1,r2, . . . , Ćn´ 3 provided that pĆn´ 3q-th line is identified with the radial
line ending in the singularity. Both external and intermediate lines are enumerated
by the collective index I “ 1, . . . , n´ 2,r1, . . . , Ćn´ 3.
• There are n´ 3 vertices with radial positions denoted ηi “ cot2 ρi, where i “ 1, . . . ,
n´ 3.
• i-th vertex with i “ 2, . . . , n ´ 4 has three incoming lines: one external line i ` 1,
two intermediate lines Ći´ 1 and Ći` 1. The i “ 1 vertex has three incoming lines:
two external lines 1 and 2, one intermediate line r1. The i “ n ´ 3 vertex has three
incoming lines: one external line n´ 2, two intermediate lines Ćn´ 4 and Ćn´ 3.
Consider first the equilibrium conditions for any three fields
K
b
1´ s2Kη ` I
b
1´ s2Iη “ J
b
1´ s2Jη , (7.1)
IsI ` JsJ ´ KsK “ 0 , (7.2)
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where I ‰ J ‰ K. Using the fusion polynomials (4.21) the general solution to equa-
tions (7.1) and (7.2) is given by
η “ ΠpK , I , Jq
4IK
`
sIsKp2I ` 2K ´ 2Jq ´ IKps2I ` s2Kq
˘ , (7.3)
cf. (4.20). As there are vertices of three different types, the particular values of indices
should be properly taken into account. It follows that there are two outmost positions η1
with I “ 2, J “ r1,K “ 1 and ηn´3 with I “ n ´ 2, J “ Ćn´ 3, K “ Ćn´ 4, along with
intermediate positions ηi, i “ 2, . . . , n´ 4, with I “ i` 1, J “ ri, K “ Ći´ 1.
Explicit form of equations (7.2) is given by
rsn´3 “ 0 , 2s2 ` r1rs1 ´ 1s1 “ 0 , (7.4)
isi ` ri´1rsi´1 ´ ri´2rsi´2 “ 0 , i “ 3, . . . , n´ 2 . (7.5)
Now, consider the angular separations of each geodesic segment. Let ∆φi be an angular
separation of the i-th external line and ∆rφi be an angular separation of the intermediate
line ri. Introducing angular positions of the vertices ψi with i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 3 we define
(w1 “ 0)
∆φ1 “ ψ1 , ∆φi “ wi ´ ψi´1 , i “ 2, . . . , n´ 2 , (7.6)
∆rφn´3 “ 0 , ∆rφi “ ψi`1 ´ ψi , i “ 1, . . . , n´ 4 . (7.7)
In particular, assuming that ψi ă wi`1 one finds the angular equation system
∆φi `∆rφi´2 `∆rφi´3 ` . . .`∆rφ1 `∆φ1 “ wi , i “ 2, . . . , n´ 2 . (7.8)
In total, there are n ´ 3 angular equations that exactly matches the number of boundary
attachments minus one. Depending on the particular vertex there are three types of the
angular separations entering equation (7.8). Using (4.25) we find
iα∆φ1 “ ln
a
1´ s21η1 ´ is1
?
1` η1
1´ is1 , (7.9)
iα∆φk “ ln
b
1´ s2kηk´1 ´ isk
?
1` ηk´1
1´ isk , k “ 2, . . . , n´ 2 , (7.10)
iα∆rφk “ ln
b
1´ rs2k ηk`1 ´ irsk?1` ηk`1b
1´ rs2k ηk ´ irsk?1` ηk , k “ 2, . . . , n´ 3 . (7.11)
From the above relations we compose the following system of n´ 3 irrational equations
e2iθk “
a
1´s21η1´is1
?
1`η1
1´is1
a
1´s2kηk´1´isk
?
1`ηk´1
1´isk
k´2ź
m“1
a
1´rs2m ηm`1´irsm?1`ηm`1a
1´rs2m ηm´irsm?1`ηm ,
(7.12)
where k “ 2, . . . , n´ 2, and θk “ αwk{2.
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The solution to the angular equation system (7.12) is given by n ´ 3 momenta, say,
external parameters si for i “ 1, 2, . . . , n ´ 3, expressed as functions of all boundary at-
tachments si “ sipw2, . . . , wn´2q. All other angular parameters are restored via linear
relations (7.4). Indeed, there are n ´ 2 equations (7.4) and their number is equal to the
number of vertices. They fix n´ 2 angular parameters in terms of others n´ 3 determined
by the angular equations. Therefore, all angular momenta are fixed in terms of n ´ 3
boundary attachments wi.
Finally, using explicit expressions for all sI “ sIpwq and ηi “ ηipwq one finds the
weighted length of the multi-line graph
Spw2, . . . , wn´2q “ ´1 ln
?
η1?
1`η1 `
a
1´s21η1
´
n´3ÿ
i“1
i`1 ln
?
ηi?
1`ηi `
b
1´s2i`1ηi
`
n´3ÿ
i“1
ri« ln ?ηi?
1`ηi `
b
1´rs2i ηi ´ ln
?
ηi`1
?
1`ηi`1 `
b
1´rs2i ηi`1
ff
, (7.13)
where each component is given by formula (3.9). Also, we neglected all the regulator
terms ln 2Λ. Mapping attachment points on the cylinder into the corresponding points
of the sphere zi “ zipwkq and using projective coordinates qi “ qipzjq, where i, j, k “
1, . . . , n´ 3 the resulting action is to be identified with the n-point heavy-light conformal
block associated to (2.4) according to the general formula (1.4).
It is worth noting that the total action (7.13) contains the same radicals as the angular
equations (7.12) as well as the equilibrium equation (7.1). Moreover, the n “ 5 case shows
that the expressions for angular momenta and separate actions can be rather complicated
while the total action is simple enough. It suggests that solving the angular equations
explicitly is not needed because their constituents can be used directly in the total action.
8 Conclusion
In this paper we have analyzed the AdS/CFT correspondence between n-point heavy-light
classical conformal blocks on the boundary and classical worldline actions described by a
graph with n worldlines embedded in the bulk. We have proposed the general identification
between the pant decomposition on the boundary and the corresponding multi-line graph in
the bulk. In particular, we have written down the general system of equations describing the
dynamics of probes in the bulk background. On the boundary side, the classical conformal
blocks are conveniently analyzed using the AGT combinatorial representation.
We have performed explicit computations in the n “ 5 case establishing the corre-
spondence in the first order in the conformal dimension of one of fields while keeping other
dimensions arbitrary. It exactly corresponds to deforming the four-point classical confor-
mal block by adding a superlight external field to yield the five-point classical conformal
block. The same perturbative procedure is employed in the bulk where we start with the
corresponding four-line worldline configuration while one external line and one intermediate
line are produced in the course of the deformation.
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It would be interesting to find an exact solution to n “ 5 equations in the bulk and
further compare with the boundary computations beyond the perturbation theory. More
generally, one can analyze the n-point equation system that we proposed in section 7 and
describe perturbative or exact solutions. Also, it is natural to study n-point heavy-light
classical blocks with any number of heavy fields and elaborate on their bulk interpretation.
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